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Abstract
This work presents an active learning based method for
pedestrian detection in complicated real-world scenes.
Through analyzing the distribution of all positive and
negative samples under every possible feature, a highly
efficient weak classifier selection method is presented.
Moreover, a novel boosting architecture is given to get
satisfied False Positive Rate (FPR) and False Negative
Rate (FNR) with few weak classifiers.
A unique characteristic of the algorithm is its ability to
train special cascade classifier dynamically for each
individual scene. The benefit is that the trained classifier
will only focus on the differences between the positive
samples and the limited negative samples of each
individual scene, thus greatly reduce the complexity of
classification and achieve robust detection result even with
few classifiers.
A real-time pedestrian detection system is developed
based on the proposed algorithm. The system produces fast
and robust detection results as demonstrated by extensive
experiments which use video sequences under different
environments.

1. Introduction
Pedestrian detection, tracking and activity analyzing is
an essential component of automatic video surveillance
system. The most common approach to detect and track
pedestrians is to first detect them using background
subtraction, and then establish correspondence from frame
to frame to find the tracks of the objects [1]. Despite its
popularity, background subtraction [1,2] based methods
still lack the robustness to handle specific events such as
shadow, reflection in water, camera shaking in the wind,
partial occlusion and bad weathers.
Recently, another type of method based on visual
detection has got lot of attention. Approaches in this class
use machine learning to construct a detector from a large
number of training samples. The detector is scanned over
the entire input image in order to find a pattern of
intensities, which is consistent with the target object. Local
features [3,4] or part detectors[5,6] are used here.
The methods above use a static offline trained detector
in different scenes, although similar algorithms and
systems works well for face detection, their performances
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are not satisfied in pedestrian detection due to changes in
human body pose, clothing, low resolution and various
complicated background. Thus how to make pedestrian
detection really work is a serious problem that must be
conquered.
Instead of training a static detector, we tackle in this
paper the problem of build an active learning based boosting
cascade detector online in various dynamic scenes. The
main advantage of this approach is that the trained classifier
will mainly focus on the differences between the negative
samples of each individual scene and the positive samples,
thus greatly decrease the complexity of classification
problem in boosting.
Novel contributions of this paper include: (1) presenting
an online updated detector that integrate background
modeling and boosting training together to realize a very
low false positive rate under different scenes, (2) designing
a fast weak classifier selection approach which greatly
reduce the selection time, and (3) given a new architecture
in boosting training which achieves satisfied FPR and FNR
directly with few weak classifiers.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
our active learning based pedestrian detection algorithm.
Experimental results are shown and discussed in section 3.
We finish the paper with the conclusions and some ideas of
further work in section 4.

2. Active learning based pedestrian detection
2.1 System Overview
We integrate the background modeling and boosting
cascade into one framework. The flowchart of our approach
is shown in Figure 1. In the initially offline training step, the
approach build a basic pedestrian detector by training
method (see section 2.2, 2.3). In the online detection step,
the background is estimated dynamically. Although lots of
background modeling methods may integrate into our
system [1,2,7], considering the processing speed of the
overall system, we adopt one of our previous works [7], a
two-level background maintenance algorithm, for real-time
background estimation. Detections in the background are
taken as false alarms. Once the number of false alarms is a
higher than a threshold, detected sub images in the
background image will be used as negative samples to train
additional levels in the basic cascade detector (Figure 1,
right part). Here a highly efficient weak classifier selection

algorithm is presented (see section 2.2) to build weak
classifier pool for boosting. In addition, a new architecture
is developed which achieves satisfied FPR and FNR
directly with few weak classifiers. During the boost
training process, if the current FNR is higher than a
threshold T_nr, weak classifiers with lowest FNR will be
added. Once the FNR satisfied, the threshold in final
strong classifier is automatically selected to reduce the
false positive rate as much as possible while maintain the
desired detection rate after training (see section 2.3).
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threshold
Figure 1. Pedestrian detection system diagram.

2.2 Fast weak classifiers selection
During the online pedestrian detection process, the
estimated background is used to evaluate the performance
of current trained detector. Once the false alarms in the
background image is higher than a certain threshold, the
detected regions will be taken as negative samples,
meanwhile additional classifier levels will be trained and
added into the existing cascade detector. Boosting with all
weak classifiers has heavy computational burden and
doesn’t suitable for online update application. To increase
the processing speed, it’s reasonable to build a weak
classifier pool with lowest errors. Here we present a novel
fast weak classifier selection approach, which achieves the
same selection result while greatly reduces selection time.

Tm

with lowest error. Instead of searching all

possible values in the entire feature value space [0,6000]
which has very heavy computational costs, we directly find
the precise searching scope [ts min,ts max] through




analyzing the distribution function Fm (t ) and Fm (t ) . To
ensure the performance of boosting, the correct
classification rate of selected weak classifier must be better
than 60%. Let TFNR and TFPR denotes the maximal value of
false negative rate and false positive rate of the selected
weak classifier, and the equation (4) must be satisfied.

(TFNR  n   TFPR  n  ) /(n   n  ) d 0.5

(4)

Because the goal of boosting is to construct a strong
classifier that can realize less than 1% false negatives and
50% false positives, to ensure the low false negatives, we
add more constraints on the threshold of FNR in feature
selection, and set TFNR as 30% and TFPR as 50% in the
experiments. Once TFNR and TFPR are selected, the precise
searching scope [ts min, ts max] in feature value can be
computed by equation (5) and (6).

Figure 2. Samples of pedestrian images used for training

We used ten of the sequences to create a training set
which has 4430 positive samples. Each positive example is
a 24x32 pedestrian image (Figure 2). Rectangles features
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Based on the distribution function Fm (t ) and Fm (t ) and
selected searching scope [ts min, ts max] , the threshold
T m for feature pm can be computed by (8).
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where k represents the number of the positive samples
that has feature value \ , F (\ ) ¦ p (T ) is the distribution
T d\

function and p(\ )
of variable \ .

k \ / n  is probability density function

Note that compared with tradition selection methods that
need to compute the classify error of every single feature
with all possible threshold in feature value space, the
proposed method (8) can directly find most suitable
threshold T m for feature p m from the distribution


a
b
Figure 3. FPR and FNR curve of our method an [4].



function Fm (t ) and Fm (t ) , and select a weak classifier
with lowest error for all positive and negative samples.
Moreover, finding the precise search scope (5),(6),(7) can
make the threshold selection process more efficient and
effective.

2.3 Direct Adaboost training
The key of designing each level of cascade pedestrian
detector is to achieve a very high detection rate (higher
than 99%) and a moderate false positive rate (less than
60%). Although the false positive rate is not difficult, the
detection rate is hard to accomplish. Viola-Jones method
[4] reduces the FNR and FPR by adding the features with
minimum weighted error over the whole train set and then
increase the detection rate by adjust the threshold P in the
strong classifier (9) for all layers of the cascade.

°1
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¦

We contrast the FNR and FPR curve of our method and
Viola-Jones [4] during training a certain level in the cascade
pedestrian classifier (Figure 4). The training set of for
Figure 3 is built by 4430 positive samples and 4430
negative samples. Both methods select features from the
same weak classifier pool P . Note that our method only
uses 28 weak classifiers to get satisfied FNR as 0.0015 for
all 4430 positive samples (Figure 3.a, red line), while ViolaJones [4] method (Figure 3.a, blue line) doesn’t reach this
target even with more than 100 weak classifiers. In addition,
through optimal threshold P max selection by (11), the FNR
of our method drop from 63.3% to 54.3% (Figure 3.b, blue
arrow) while maintain the FNR after training.

T
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otherwise

log 1 / E t [4]. This method[4] is an indirect

way to get high detection rate. During their training
process, large numbers of weak classifiers are used to
perform a high detection rate but also a very low false
positive rate which is not necessary.
In this paper, we present a novel direct training
approach. In the initial loops of training, classifiers with
lowest FNR will be selected from weak classifier pool
P (built by method in section 2.2) to realize high detection
rate quickly. Once the current ensemble’s FNR is less than
0.2%, we try to enlarge the threshold P to reduce FPR
while maintain FNR. Since the

T

¦
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training, we modified (9) to (10).
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(10)

3. Experimental Results
We used ten sequences to create a training set, and
labeled 4430 pedestrian images as positive samples (shown
in Figure 2). The size of each example is 24x32. The video
sequences are captured in various complicated real scenes
under different weather conditions. The pedestrian detection
system has been implemented on Pentium 4 3.0Ghz, 768M
computer. The system can detect pedestrian at 7
frames/second over a 320x240 pixel image without using
object motion information, and the processing speed reaches
20 frames/second with foreground segmentation


Comparison of computing time

In this experiment, 4430 positive samples and 4430 negative
samples are used for training. The entire feature space
contains 138,600 features, and for each feature there are
6000 possible thresholds. Thus the total number of possible
weak classifiers is 138,600x6000. It costs 8 hours 17
minutes and 13 seconds for searching in the entire feature

space, and 1 hour 22 minutes and 52 seconds for
searching in the scope of minimal and maximal feature
value in each feature. In contrast, the proposed method
mentioned in section 2.2 only spends 5 minutes and 58
seconds to finish weak classifier selection, and the
computational time is only 1.2% of method in the third
row of Table 1. Finally, 937 weak classifiers have been
selected as feature pool by the proposed method and the
boosting time is 4 minutes and 12 seconds. As a result, the
total time for build a new stage in the cascade classifier is
only 10 minutes and 10 seconds in our system, which is
fast enough for online classifier update application due to
slow scene changes.
 Pedestrian detection in real scenes
Figure 4 shows the processing steps of the proposed
active learning based pedestrian algorithm. For the input
image of a new scene (Figure 4.a), the outputs of the basic
detector has lots of false alarms (Figure 4.b). When the
background of input video is estimated (Figure 4.c),
detection results on the estimated background (Figure 4.d)
are taken as negative samples for training additional stages
of cascade classifier by the proposed algorithm. Figure 4.e
displays the multiple detections by updated classifier, and
Figure 4.f shows the final results after detections
integration and filtering.
We report the detection results of the system under real
scenes (road, parking lot, crossing) in Figure 5. The video
sequences are captured in different seasons (winter (Figure
5.a) and summer (Figure 5.b,c,d)) with different weather
conditions(snow(Figure 5.a), sunshine (Figure 5.b,c), rain
(Figure 5.d)). The proposed algorithm successfully handles
many serious problems like heavy snow(Figure 5.a),
shadows (Figure 5.b,c), water reflections (Figure 5.d),
multiple close persons (Figure 5.b), that most background
subtraction based pedestrian detection methods may fail in
these conditions. Moreover, it’s hard to those detection
methods to train a static detector offline that can perform
high detection rate and low false alarms in all those scenes
above, while based on fast weak classifier selection and
training, our method updated the classifier for each
individual effectively and efficiently, so as to achieve
satisfied detection results under various scenes.

4. Conclusion
We have presented a novel active learning based
pedestrian detection algorithm which combines
background modeling and boosting training to build a
robust detector for each individual scene online.
A new fast weak classifier selection is presented which
achieves same selection results while greatly reduce the
feature selection time (computational time is only 1.2% of
traditional selection method). A new architecture of
boosting training is given. Compared with Viola-Jones
method [4], the proposed architecture can reach the high
detection rate (higher than 99%) and moderate false
positive rate (less than 60%) directly with fewer classifiers.
Post processing techniques as multiple detections
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integration and temporal smoothing and are used to filter
false alarms. Experiment results on a large and complex
dataset are satisfied. In the future we would like to integrate
the approach with objects tracking algorithm to improve
tracking performance under difficult conditions.
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Figure 4. Online learning of pedestrian detection.
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Figure 5. Pedestrian detection results in complicated real scenes
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